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Abstract: The Cochabamba Water War (2000) is well renowned for being a part of the civil society
versus water service delivery debate. From a situation of service privatization, limited access,
and an inexistent institutional framework in 2000, the current situation in the Cochabamba Valley faces
increasing water scarcity within a weak institutional set up. To alleviate the situation, the government
of Evo Morales has been actively funding projects considering an Integrated Water Resources
Management (IWRM) but confronting customary water rights in rural communities and thus
increasing the level of conflict between water uses. Amid these two water management practices
appears the Agenda del Agua Cochabamba (AdA)—the Cochabamba Water Agenda—claiming
water as part of the commons and not a resource. This paper explains the paradigm’s values behind
the conflicting IWRM and water rights’ water management practices and analyses the AdA under
a governability framework identifying the barriers and drivers for its implementation.
Keywords: water management; water paradigm; water governability; water conflicts; Cochabamba

1. Introduction
In April 2000, the city of Cochabamba was at war. The cause was due to the contracting out of
water services to Aguas del Tunari (a consortium between the British firm International Waters, itself
a subsidiary of the construction giant Bechtel Enterprise Holdings (USA) and United Utilities (UK),
Abengoa, from Spain and four Bolivian companies) to provide “improved” water services to the
city of Cochabamba. Once the previous public water service provider, SEMAPA (Servicio Municipal
de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado—municipal potable water and sanitation service), was put up
for auction for privatization under the policy of private sector participation (PSP) fostered by the
World Bank, Aguas del Tunari was confronted with a situation of low system coverage, poor quality of
services, and high tariffs. The citizens’ opposition to Aguas del Tunari was on two fronts. The first,
and the most well-known, reason was the increasing price of drinking water before any investment
was made to improve the quality of the service. However, the second and most important reason was
the fact that the management contract was perceived by many citizens as the first step to jeopardizing
community water systems that were community managed according to customary law. The main
outcome of Cochabamba’s Water War was the strong negative reaction from the citizenship regarding
the marketization and commercialization of water and the participation of the private sector in water
services’ management [1–3].
There is a plethora of literature available on water conflicts, water governance, and integrity,
as well as on water management and the possible impact on water systems [4–11]. However, there is
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an interesting piece of work that looks simultaneously at different governance frameworks in a reform
context with the resulting management practices, together with the impact of performance in Water
Service Delivery (WSD) [12]. More specifically, the study refers to the problems derived from PSP
in WSD [13,14]. Although the research was conducted in Sub-Saharan Africa, similar conditions
regarding largely populated and economically vulnerable areas in a situation of water scarcity exist,
similar to those of the Cochabamba Valley. The aforementioned research is also interesting, because it
goes beyond a mere institutional analysis and emphasizes the resulting management practices when
dynamics and asymmetries of power between actors involved in WSD are taken into consideration [15].
Finally, the possible impact of such water management practices on WSD performance has also been
studied [16].
According to the opinion of the authors, the point that makes of the Cochabamba an interesting
case is the fact that, in addition to improving the situation through institutional reform or by taking
a power struggle approach, there was political will to rethink the values that sustain water management.
Indeed, the Cochabamba Water War marked a turning point in how water was perceived as an element
of sociocultural identity. The rise of Evo Morales in 2006 as president of the Bolivian Pluristate
brought a definitive change in policy and enacted institutional reforms to protect local and customary
usage rights. The privatization of water sources and management services is prohibited, and priority
was focused on social participation for water management and policy decisions, together with the
establishment of a water governance system supported by a constitutional framework and legislation
integrating traditional, customary knowledge; this was exemplified by the policy of el Desarrollo
Integral para el Vivir Bien [Holistic Development for Well-being] [17].
In spite of these changes in the institutional set up, the water conflicts in Cochabamba remained
high after the Cochabamba Water War. The term “conflicts over water” is defined as those that
arise as part of the hydro-social water cycle [18]. Hydro social cycle is understood as the process by
which water arrives from the source to the place of its potential use, treatment, distribution, use of
water, wastewater discharge, treatment, reuse or dumping. The hydro-social cycle includes technical,
physical, geographical aspects, but also social processes that are crossed by power relations that
determine the relationship of social actors with water and with each other. “Conflicts over water imply
struggles over resources, over the contents of the rules and the rights, on the authority and on the
discourses” [19] (p. 51). Following this definition, a comprehensive analysis of water conflicts registered
270 conflict events in 28 different locations in the Cochabamba Valley between 2009 and 2015 [20].
The causal relationship between these conflicts and water scarcity is not straightforward. Water scarcity
is an anthropocentric concept that reflects human preference values, and thus needs to be differentiated
from the purely hydrologic concept of water deficit [21]. Water scarcity is defined as an imbalance
between supply and demand of freshwater in a specified domain (country, region, catchment,
river basin, etc.) as a result of a high rate of demand compared with available supply, under prevailing
institutional arrangements and infrastructural conditions [22] (p. 72). Nevertheless, this definition
does not consider how, in turn, the effect of water scarcity can subsequently increase water
related conflicts. Indeed, the Cochabamba Valley is highly affected by water supply shortages, such as
losses in the Cochabamba Municipality water distribution system of around 46% [23], the pollution of
the Rocha River that has an impact on the quality of the water [24], and the persistent low irrigation
systems’ efficiency at a plot level of around 50% [25], amongst others. In addition, Bolivia is greatly
affected by climate change, which exacerbates droughts and floods [26]. However, the problem
underlying this situation of water scarcity is deeply rooted in the different confronting visions
about how water is understood and managed [27]. From one side, in Bolivia, and especially in
Cochabamba, customary water rights are being claimed by some rural communities as a privilege
that grants them undeniable access to water sources and unlimited water use. This water resource
appropriation, through misinterpretation of customary laws and transforming property water rights
into ownership [28], reflects an attempt to secure water from the different water users, and it is used
as a bargaining power strategy to influence political decisions in their favor [29]. The application
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Figure 1. Area of influence of the Rocha River Basin. (Legend: Rio Rocha in blue, Rocha River Basin
Figure 1. Area of influence of the Rocha River Basin. (Legend: Rio Rocha in blue, Rocha River Basin
in red, Misicuni catchments in green, and catchments in use in blue). The River Basin has an area of
in red, Misicuni
catchments in green, and catchments in use in blue). The River Basin has an area of
3.655 km2 and 1.310.908 inhabitants. Rainfall is estimated between 600 and 622 mm/year (total rainfall
3.655 km2 and 1.310.908
inhabitants. Rainfall is estimated between 600 and 622 mm/year (total rainfall
2144.73 Mill m3/year) with a runoff that varies from 8% to 11%. Drinking water coverage is estimated
2144.73 Mill m3 /year) with a runoff that varies from 8% to 11%. Drinking water coverage is estimated
at 49% and 62% for sanitation. Source: Plan Director Cuenca del Rio Rocha, 2015 [24].
at 49% and 62% for sanitation. Source: Plan Director Cuenca del Rio Rocha, 2015 [24].
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To confront the current water scarcity situation in the Cochabamba Valley and promoted by the
Dirección de Gestión del Agua del Gobierno Autónomo de Cochabamba (Cochabamba Prefecture Water
Directorate—DGA), la Agenda del Agua Cochabamba (AdA) (Cochabamba Water Agenda) appears as
a politically contested water management paradigm. The Cochabamba Water Agenda is presented
as an opportunity to address the challenges in water management in the Cochabamba Department,
mainly in the Cochabamba Valley. The AdA proposes a paradigm shift from the values’ perspective
rather than a transformative change under a governance-institutional approach that focuses on societal
learning [32], considering water as a commons and not as a resource through consensual social
agreements that must allow the elaboration of a public social policy articulating the public investment
process with community initiatives within the scope of the River Basin Management Plans [33].
In this context, the following question arises: what are the drivers and barriers for the AdA to
take place? To answer this research question, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
methodology. Section 3 exposes the AdA in the context of the existing conflicting water paradigms
in Bolivia. Section 4 analyzes the drivers and barriers for the implementation of the AdA within
a governability framework. Section 5 discusses the paper findings in the context of geoethics.
Section 6 concludes with the question of whether a change of values may trigger a reduction of
water-related conflicts.
2. Methodology
The actual misconception around water crisis is deeply anchored in the myth of climate change
affecting water shortage. This is used as an excuse for a number of increasing projects that look at
augmented supply and, to a lesser degree, reduce demand. These new projects risk being driven by
political interest [34–37]. However, water scarcity is greatly influenced by mismanagement affecting
the allocation efficiencies and equitable distribution of water systems [16].
Indeed, water scarcity is mainly a governance problem that is deeply rooted in a crisis of
values [38,39]. Values determine rules and power distribution amongst actors and organizations,
shaping, in turn, management practices that characterize a water paradigm (Figure 2), or, in other
words, water paradigms are expressed through water governance models with specific management
practices [15]. A paradigm in the Kuhnian sense is a common “accepted” model used by science for
the understanding and knowledge of phenomena. Paradigms can be regarded in different categories,
and in this paper the authors define water paradigm on the basis of how water is understood or known
(epistemology), its objective perception or ontology (water being river, lake, or merely a resource),
and how human beings relate to water (axiology) from certain values and principles through water
management practices [40].
The authors acknowledge that “Even when paradigms are discussed explicitly, axiology is often
forgotten while it should play a major role in the assessment of paradigms for their societal relevance,
as well as in scientists’ reflexivity about their own work.” [41] (p. 2). Therefore, understanding
ethics is of crucial importance when looking at water management practices. From a philosophical
point of view, ethics refers to the normative study of the values and principles defining the morals or
behaviors of the individuals or organizations of a society [42]. In this sense, water ethics is defined “as
these underlying principles that influence our own water behavior and our reaction to other people’s
behaviors” [43] (p. 1). The concept of geoethics summarizes this vision as “Geoethics consists of
research and reflection on the values which underpin appropriate behaviors and practices, wherever
human activities interact with the geosphere” [44]. However, ethics must converge in universal values
for a better world [45]. In this sense, “geoethics” as used from the early 1990s, signifies “the duty of
mankind to behave responsibly and become the natural consciousness of the planet” [46] (p. 5).
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This paper identifies existing water management practices in Bolivia as the expression of defined
This paper identifies existing water management practices in Bolivia as the expression of defined
paradigms in literature [41]. Management practices differ, because they respond to different paradigm
paradigms in literature [41]. Management practices differ, because they respond to different
values, because incommensurability of values paradigms cannot be compared, but some paradigm
paradigm values, because incommensurability of values paradigms cannot be compared, but some
limitations (anomalies) may be highlighted [33]. Furthermore, the paper describes the AdA as a new
paradigm limitations (anomalies) may be highlighted [33]. Furthermore, the paper describes the AdA
emerging paradigm from a values’ point of view and the water management practices suggested by
as a new emerging paradigm from a values’ point of view and the water management practices
the AdA. The authors believe promoting change in water policy-making and management should be
suggested by the AdA. The authors believe promoting change in water policy‐making and
informed by in-depth research (research-based policy-making and management) under the concept of
management should be informed by in‐depth research (research‐based policy‐making and
Adaptive Water Management. (AWM) [47]. (Adaptive Water Management (AWM) seeks to increase
management) under the concept of Adaptive Water Management. (AWM) [47]. (Adaptive Water
the resilience of the water system and reduce vulnerability to uncertainty and change. The AWM
Management (AWM) seeks to increase the resilience of the water system and reduce vulnerability to
has two aspects: (1) The AWM supports the actors involved in water management to understand,
uncertainty and change. The AWM has two aspects: (1) The AWM supports the actors involved in
adjust, and plan water management projects in situations of uncertainty and (2) The AWM implies
water management to understand, adjust, and plan water management projects in situations of
learning as a ‘systematic process to improve the policies and management practices through learning
uncertainty and (2) The AWM implies learning as a ‘systematic process to improve the policies and
processes based on the results obtained from previously implemented management strategies’ [47].)
management practices through learning processes based on the results obtained from previously
Therefore, a brief analysis regarding the drivers and barriers for the AdA implementation following
implemented management strategies’ [47].) Therefore, a brief analysis regarding the drivers and
a governability framework is presented. Governability relates to qualities of the object of governance
barriers for the AdA implementation following a governability framework is presented.
(the system-to-be-governed), its subject (the governing system), and the relationship between
Governability relates to qualities of the object of governance (the system‐to‐be‐governed), its subject
the two [48]. The governability framework considers the current relationship between the institutional
(the governing system), and the relationship between the two [48]. The governability framework
rules framed by the current specific policies (the governing system) and the organizational structures
considers the current relationship between the institutional rules framed by the current specific
grounded in territorial asymmetries of power for water control that delineate the water political
policies (the governing system) and the organizational structures grounded in territorial asymmetries
process, also known as hydro-politics (the system-to-be-governed), which result in management
of power for water control that delineate the water political process, also known as hydro‐politics
practices that the AdA is trying to promote. It has been pointed out that institutional change is not
(the system‐to‐be‐governed), which result in management practices that the AdA is trying to
enough to achieve a certain degree of water governability to reduce water conflicts, but there should
promote. It has been pointed out that institutional change is not enough to achieve a certain degree
also be a reshaping of power relations in the department of Cochabamba [49]. In this sense, the authors
of water governability to reduce water conflicts, but there should also be a reshaping of power
identify emerging key actors that are able to reshape power dynamics and dialogue processes in
relations in the department of Cochabamba [49]. In this sense, the authors identify emerging key
redefining new institutions, as the two factors of change to implement the management practices
actors that are able to reshape power dynamics and dialogue processes in redefining new institutions,
promoted by the AdA [50].
as the two factors of change to implement the management practices promoted by the AdA [50].
3. The Emergence of a New Water Paradigm
3. The Emergence of a New Water Paradigm
La Agenda del Agua Cochabamba (AdA) is set in a turbulent water context as part of a reform
La from
Agenda
Agua Cochabamba
(AdA)
set in a turbulent
water context
as part(Integrated
of a reform
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thedel
institutions
themselves.
The is
Programa
Manejo Integral
de Cuencas
process
from
the
institutions
themselves.
The
Programa
Manejo
Integral
de
Cuencas
(Integrated
Watershed Management Program—PROMIC) was a BTC/COSUDE (Belgian/Swiss development
Watershed Management Program—PROMIC) was a BTC/COSUDE (Belgian/Swiss development
agencies partnership)-funded program that lasted from 1991 to 2012. The PROMIC looked at
agencies partnership)‐funded program that lasted from 1991 to 2012. The PROMIC looked at the
the integrated watersheds’ management in the Cordillera del Tunari in Cochabamba. The main
integrated watersheds’ management in the Cordillera del Tunari in Cochabamba. The main objective
objective was integrated river basin management articulated with a productive rural development,
was integrated river basin management articulated with a productive rural development, integrating
integrating the water resources sector with a focus on user participation and consultation. In 2012,
the water resources sector with a focus on user participation and consultation. In 2012, the Swiss
cooperation COSUDE put an end to this program, resulting in the creation of the Watershed
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the Swiss cooperation COSUDE put an end to this program, resulting in the creation of the Watershed
Departmental Service—Servicio Departamental de Cuencas (SDC). The mission was to implement
the Plan Nacional de Cuencas (PNC)—River Basin National Plan—in the Cochabamba Department,
mainly regarding the elaboration of Planes de Cuenca—River Basin Management Plans—under
an IWRM approach. However, in the attempt to implement the above-mentioned River Basin
Management Plans, the SDC faced two apparently conflicting paradigm approaches: one clearly
stated by the PNC as IWRM and the other mainly in the irrigation water sector laws and by-laws based
on water customary usage rights.
The PNC clearly approaches water management according to the concept of the IWRM.
The authors associate IWRM under a socio-hydrology paradigm [41]. The IWRM presents certain
limitations adhering to a utilitarian hydro-engineering ‘vision’ that continues to see water as a natural
resource (either focusing on increasing the offer or reducing the demand), distorts the participation of
social actors still strongly conditioned by state actors or captured by community leaders, and focuses
on the basin as a management unit that does not take the hydro-social relationships into account thus
perpetuating the so-called problems of efficiency and equity in the allocation and distribution of water
(There is a vast literature review on why the river basin, as the basic unit to implement IWRM, faced
a number of problems [51]. Undoubtedly, water flows beyond the river basin; besides, the IWRM
concept applied in a territory is not holistic, since it considers water as the most important resource.
Meanwhile, water management is interconnected with other resources, considering the full ecosystem.
In this paper, the concept of river basin is extended beyond its hydrogeografic limits and refers to
a dynamic hydro-socio-cultural construction. This reality is a complex system composed by the
dynamics of power between social actors interacting with the water through institutional artifacts and
infrastructures; These interactions constitute a water territory from a cultural point of view defining
a specify identity but also beliefs, values and water management practices). Indeed, an interesting
point to be considered is whether the problem is a water deficit, either as a result of the balance between
the physical supply and the demand of the different “consumer” sectors (uses), or a water scarcity
problem resulting from a specific water management in allocation and distribution with regard to real
water needs [51,52]. From an axiological point of view, the IWRM is oriented by a utilitarian choice
and priorities [41].
Another paradigm of water management is expressed by management practices sustained by
water customary usage rights and implicitly recognized by Ley de Riego (Irrigation Law) [53]. For the
authors, water rights’ management practices relate to a hydrosocial paradigm in which objectives and
processes are viewed as social constructs recognizing the role of human interactions and how power
and axiology relate to social justice values [41]. Customs are habits or tendencies acquired through the
frequent practice of an act (uses). Custom, in law, is “the uniform and uninterrupted way of acting
that, for a long period of time, adopts the members of a community, with the belief that this way of
acting responds to a legal need, and is mandatory” (Rights of access to water are complex. The “right
to water” includes different elements: rights of access, consumption (irrigation, etc.), usufruct rights
(for activities that allow one to obtain benefits from water without consumption), management rights
and exclusion of users, sanctions, etc.). This text uses the term ‘uses and customs’ to refer to the
elements of management of access and distribution of water, and includes the rights mentioned [54].
In Bolivia, the distinction between right to water and right of water is made. The first refers to access to
clean water as a human right, whilst the second considers the access to the water source) [54]. Uses and
customs vary over time; management rules are adapted to external or internal changes, as they are
eminently practical and operational in nature. They also vary between communities and systems
(i.e., spatially). This “adaptation” makes management, based on usage and customs, especially resilient
and robust in face of seasonal variations and institutional changes. Changes that affect availability
make it necessary to renegotiate new rules and adapt to the water needs. However, the fact that the
“rules” are not clearly documented or transcribed allows them to be reinterpreted in favor of specific
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actors and communities who see a source of law (acquired right) in their uses and customs as the
reason for a number of conflicts in recent years and being a clear paradigm limitation [20].
Under this situation, the Water Directorate—DGA—was established as a political and normative
entity for the whole water sector in the Cochabamba Department. From 2014, the DGA and SDC
elaborated and implemented some River Basin Management plans with the help of international
donors, which mainly focused on the development of institutional platforms on the basis of existing
communal organizations and the reinforcement of local organizations and actors to make the water
governability possible in the Cochabamba Department. In parallel to it, the AdA itself was drafted
by a group of experts and intellectuals related to the water sector in Cochabamba and close to the
DGA during 2012–2013, as a need to give a sustainable, holistic, and comprehensive answer to the
water problems in Cochabamba. The key and most interesting point is that the DGA’s institutional
development is inspired by the Agenda del Agua Cochabamba (AdA), at the same time that the
AdA is promoted by the DGA. However, the AdA also receives feedback through social actors and
stakeholders in Cochabamba, organized around thematic and territorial platforms that the AdA
itself inspires.
At its core, the AdA is a politically contested process to develop a social-public water policy,
seeking a social change in the relationship with water, from resource to water as a commons
(understood as an equal to other living beings). In this sense, the AdA opposes the concept of water as
a resource in some fundamental points. The definition of resource itself as “any good that can provide
to the one who owns some utility or benefit in usual terms of economy” is human-centered regardless
of the interest of nature, even under a conservationist vision [55]. Another problem is in relation to
the resource value and the fact of the incommensurable values as proposed by ecologic economists
in regard to natural resources [56]. Furthermore, natural resources constitute the basis of an open
economic subsystem, with exchange of matter and energy, which is within a larger system, finite,
not growing but capable of developing and being materially closed, such as the geosphere. How and
to what extent an open system can grow within another that is closed constitutes a paradox [55].
In the ontological sense, the AdA recognizes water as a common living being with rights, accepting its
diversity in the way water manifests itself through rivers, lakes, and streams, etc. [50], in line with
the Universal Declaration of Rights of Mother Earth and the policy of el Desarrollo Integral para el
Vivir Bien, in which Mother Earth Rights are above Human Rights [17,57]. In this sense, the AdA goes
beyond the ontological understanding of water as a commons or commodity, as in both cases water is
considered as a mere resource according to access, management, and rights’ criteria [58–61].
The AdA compiles these ideas into three basic principles for water management. These values
see water as a key element in shaping the collective identity in the Andean culture in rebuilding
“communities of water”.

•

•

•

Autonomy. This concept differs from that of decentralization, delegation, or devolution and
is understood as the recognition of the relationship between the inhabitants of a territory
(communities) and the water.
Equity. According to the AdA, water is a common living being. This refers to a fair relationship of
all humans with water; sharing in an equitable way of distributing the benefits and costs of this
relationship under the solidarity principle.
Responsibility in the relationship with water, not only in terms of efficient and effective use of
water based on real needs and availability through service of multiple uses, but with special
focus on the different water bodies’ needs (rivers, lakes, streams, etc.) through ecologically
sustainable yields, thus recognizing the right of present and future generations to a healthy
Mother Earth [62,63].

Although briefly, it is also necessary to mention how the AdA may be approached from
an epistemological point of view. Whilst the historic ecology somehow reflects part of the AdA ideas on
how the water landscapes reproduce the dialogue between humans and water through time and space,
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The Strategic Framework 2015–2020 of the SDC and DGA establishes that: “The Water Institutions
of the Department of Cochabamba is a network of organizations and institutions of the department
of Cochabamba, integrated by the political normative and technical instances of the Departmental
Autonomous Government (Water Directorate—DGA, and Departmental Service of Watersheds—SDC)
and by the social actors who are involved in the water management at a local level”.
The DGA recognizes two levels of management authority in the river basins: the technical political
authority constituted by the DGA and the SDC, and the networks of local actors directly involved in
water management at the system level. Looking at the process of implementation of the AdA, there are
four elements to take into account:

•

•
•
•

Actors at the political and technical level: Water Management Directorate (DGA) and the River
Basin Departmental Service (SDC) of the Departmental Autonomous Government of Cochabamba
involved in strategic planning and policy making.
Local actors involved in local operational water management and project/initiatives’ development,
such as water communities, municipalities, and municipal commonwealth (“mancomunidades”).
Processes of consultation/negotiation and decision-making between the mentioned actors
articulated through agreed rules and norms, and regulations that reflect uses and customs.
Platforms, networks, forums, etc., to articulate the decisions between the actors and their
implementation and follow-up.

According to these considerations, the analysis of drivers and barriers is shown in Table 1.
The existence of the DGA and SDC has been one of the main drivers in implementing the AdA.
Also, it has allowed the development agencies to have a valid interlocutor for the elaboration
of common visions regarding water management in the Cochabamba Valley, as reflected in
the AdA. This favorable environment facilitates the attraction of financial resources. It also has
an inter-institutional consultation platform that contributes to the exchange of knowledge.
The political situation and the doubts of the departmental political authorities about the process
of the construction of the AdA are among the main barriers to the implementation. In addition, there is
low organizational capacity and insufficient intra-institutional coordination, which leads to a delay in
the positioning of the AdA in the institutional context.
Regarding the dialogue process, the framework of the Bolivian Plurinational State is identified as
an opportunity, which prioritizes the water theme, creating the Ministry of Water and Environment,
which has the River Basin Plans as a water management instrument under the PNC. These aspects
facilitate the elaboration of a portfolio of investments working with the actors involved. Finally, since
water is a highly sensitive issue for the Cochabamba people, the AdA is seen as an instrument that can
coordinate and facilitate consultation with local practices and knowledge rooted in grassroots social
initiatives, creating, and, as mentioned before, a favorable environment for the channeling of new,
concurrent financial resources. However, the civil society role is still very uncertain.
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Table 1. Drivers and barriers in AdA implementation. Source: Agenda del Agua Cochabamba, modified by the authors [50].
Situation: AdA as an Instrument of Political Orientation of Water Management That Seeks Compromises and Consensus between the Different Public-Private Actors and Civil Society
‘Status quo’ Variables

Factors of Change

Institutions/Rules

Actors/Organizations

Power Interest

Emerging Key Actors (Motivation
and Abilities)

- Water Law in the process
of formulation
- Incomplete regulations
and legislation
- Distortion of the concept
“Uses and Customs” as legitimacy
- Sector regulation (drinking water)
but not on the overall water sector
- In general there is an overlap of roles
and functions at the institutional level

- National: MMAyA and PNC (development vision
“not in tune” with territorial reality), ENDE
(geo-economic priority), World Bank and
development agencies (not well understood)
- Departmental: Cochabamba prefecture directorates,
farmer’s union, PMM, municipal water utilities,
Metropolitan Cuncil (interferences and
political opportunism, “changing”)
- Locals: NGOs (looking for a “niche”),
mancomunidad (in “reformulation”), municipalities
(“tied” by “political commitments”), peasant and
irrigating organizations (core of territorial power),
civil society (fragmented and disorganized)

- Little devolution of powers
in institutional terms
- Political influences on major
infrastructure and territorial
investment projects
- “Manipulation” of uses and
customs to maintain “status quo
of control” and hoarding

- DGA as a body with
normative-regulatory functions in
integrated water management
- Commonwealth/Metropolitan
Council/Municipalities as managers
of change “protagonists of
a territorial integrity” with possible
funds management

Dialogue Processes
(Triggers)

- Creation of River Basin organizations in
the role of authorities under the PNC
- Increasing but still “diffuse” demand for
greater transparency accountability and
participation in decision-making processes
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5. Overall Discussion
The paper provides a reflection of the possibility of overcoming the nature/human divide with
respect to the “new” values approach to water management in Cochabamba and, at the same time,
taking into account the water-related conflict resolution construct in water management to be turned
into a common social vision. This reflection needs to be placed in a broader debate about geoethics
and, more specifically, the role of geoethics in education. The goal of geoethics is to suggest practical
solutions and provide useful techniques, and also to promote cultural renewal in how humans perceive
and relate to the planet, through greater attention to the protection of life and the richness of the Earth,
in all its forms [44] (p. 1). Geoethics adopts a holistic vision that goes beyond the dualism between
humans and nature [46] (p. 4). Similarly, the AdA does not express a duality but acknowledges water
as a common being. Furthermore, the AdA does not understand the relation of water-man from
a scientific approach, such as the Gaia theory in which organic and inorganic components of Earth
form a seamless continuum—a single, self-regulating, living system [69] or the notion of noosphere
as the last stage of the evolution of the biosphere result of the human cognition [70] (p. 1). The AdA
seeks a new cultural relationship with water between humans and water that lies in the concept of
breeding (uyway in Quichuan). Breeding is the way we acknowledge the Other as being legitimate in
equality; thus, breeding is always mutual.
The importance of literacy in geoethics is fundamental not only in promoting new values, as
stated by the geoethics’ role that allows people to socially participate in the political water debate,
but also in highlighting “anomalies” in the existing water paradigms as an ethical duty to create
change [71]. It can be expected that geoethics’ literacy will increase cultural capital and enhance cultural
change to influence values, attitudes, and finally behaviors [72,73]. Indeed, cultural trigger may mark
an “inflexion point” in changing paradigms, together with an increasing ecological awareness shared
with a globalized world facing the same problems in different realities [74]. Raising cultural capital
for cultural change offers an alternative vision of how problems should be approached. In that way,
social-equity and ecological sustainability make water management a political issue of public debate.
6. Conclusions
In spite of the institutional changes overtaken by Evo Morales’ government in favor of
water management relying on customary usage rights, management, promoted by the Ministry
of Environment and Water based on the concept of Integral Water Resources Management (IWRM), has
resulted in water policies that conflict with territorial interests. This situation configures the political
arena, where asymmetries of power play an important role, and suggests that the water scarcity that is
causing an increase in water conflicts is politically driven and influenced by management approaches
that obey different paradigms from an axiological point of view.
From one side, the IWRM, justified by donors pushing for policies to tackle climate change,
addresses water scarcity by remaining focused on augmenting supply. From the other side,
the government is engaged in a campaign to increase irrigation areas through both bilateral projects and
nationally funded projects, such as “Mi Riego” and “Mi Agua”, with a focus on more infrastructures
to improve water access services to increase the resilience of vulnerable populations that constitute
the broad rural support of Evo Morales’ MAS party. Besides, there is lack of consensus in the whole
project cycle implementation, which increases the tensions between current and potential future users.
It is also observed that in the Cochabamba Valley, there is an insufficient commitment from actors
who manage and take advantage of water by competing for different uses, such as farmers, industrial
and domestic users, and touristic activities. The absence of a water law contributes to the creation of
a confused competence framework, including the lack of fulfilment of the roles of some sub-national
actors, the dispersion of public and private investments, and limited inter-institutional coordination.
In this context, the Cochabamba Water Agenda (AdA) appears as an opportunity for social change
to move from water as a resource towards water as a commons. Recognizing water as a commons
means recognizing water as a being with which one lives, accepting the diversity of its expressions in
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rivers, lakes, and streams. The AdA is understood as an on-going, politically contested political process
that sits as a new water management paradigm from a values’ point of view in which stakeholders
seek negotiated agreements to build on a common sustainable vision of water. However, in order to
reduce water-related conflict levels, it seems necessary to better articulate the institutional framework
and actors’ coordination in a way that the power asymmetries are smoothed through conciliation for
a new relationship with water in the Cochabamba Valley.
The question remains whether politicians, the public sector, and civil society are determined to
enact a paradigm shift that would gain its biggest strength through its capacity to absorb individuals
under a common vision; acknowledging that new paradigms are not imposed, but the old ones
“extinguish” because of their limitations, it is, therefore, important to expose the anomalies in
the existing paradigms. In contrast to solutions focusing on politics and power relationships
(dominate and resist) or deliberation and Habermasian dialogues, the authors ponder the role of
alternative pedagogical approaches, considering the role of ethics as key to committing to a dialogue
with our living Earth Planet, calling for the construction of water historical identities. “There is a great
deal of historical evidence to suggest that a society which loses its identity with posterity and which
loses its positive image of the future loses also its capacity to deal with present problems, and soon
falls apart.” [75] (p. 6).
Author Contributions: F.B. is an international consultant. From 2014 to 2017 he gave technical assistance to the
Water Directorate of Cochabamba especially in the implementation of the A. R.B. is a Researcher at the Centro
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